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Revealing extraordinary stories never told publicly before, IWM North, part of Imperial War 
Museums, launches IWM’s first major exhibition to mark the start of the First World War Centenary.  
 
Founded in 1917 to mark the sacrifices made by civilians and soldiers alike, IWM is a world leading 
authority on the First World War. From Street To Trench: A World War That Shaped A Region is the 
largest exhibition ever created exploring the lives and experiences of people from the North West 
of England during the First World War.  
 
The free exhibition at IWM North in Manchester reveals more than 200 personal objects, films, 
sound recordings, photographs, artworks and letters - many on public display for the first time.  
 
Items from IWM’s unrivalled national collections are drawn together with objects on loan to reveal 
the stories of lives shaped by the conflict. From poet Wilfred Owen and Clement Attlee who went 
on to become Prime Minister, to Victoria Cross recipients and first-hand accounts by civilians on the 
home front – this exhibition reveals the remarkable experiences of individuals through previously 
unpublished and personal items.  
 
Explore the impact of the conflict on life in England by stepping into Stockport Market in 1914, 
walking down a northern terraced street, and following the journey of many to the trenches of the 
western front and beyond. 
 
Graham Boxer, IWM North Director, said: ‘One hundred years on, the objects we display highlight 
the poignancy and courage of people who shaped and were shaped by this first global conflict. 
Even a century later there are stories untold, experiences undiscovered and tales that will surprise.’ 
 
As the North West was a major focus for recruitment, many left the region for the first time to serve 
across the globe. The exhibition reveals previously unpublished stories of soldiers, sailors and pilots 
who fought in all of the major campaigns, from Gallipoli in Turkey to the Somme in France and 
Ypres in Belgium.  
 
On display in the From Street To Trench exhibition is a rare Albert Medal awarded to front line medic 
Sergeant Victor Brookes for his life-saving actions; a Victoria Cross belonging to Cheshire soldier 
John Davies who put his life at risk to save others; and many other little known stories uncovered 
by IWM researchers.  
 
Rarely seen documents and manuscript poems provide a unique insight into famous war poet 
Wilfred Owen’s experiences with the Manchester Regiment and the inspiration for his poetry. On 



display for the first time is a letter from the Gallipoli front by officer Clement Attlee of the South 
Lancashire Regiment, who later helped to found the NHS as Labour Prime Minister.   
 
Film footage in the exhibition presents an immersive snapshot of life on the eve of war, while 
letters by two sisters from Liverpool offer a graphic insight into civilians attitudes to the war from 
start to finish. Discover how Manchester - one of the first industrial cities in the first industrial war – 
led the way in innovation and creativity, including a trench periscope created by the owner of 
Duerrs jam factory, which still operates today.  
 
The story of Altrincham’s Chapel Street – ‘the bravest little street in England’ – reveals how 161 men 
from just 60 houses served in the armed forces during the war. Content specially researched and 
curated by children from Altrincham College of Arts explores six stories of the roles, lives and 
legacy of local people, including those of Chapel Street.   
 
Family visitors can crawl through a front line tunnel to find out how the sewer workers of 
Manchester were employed for a secret task in France, or play hopscotch on the set of a wartime 
street. Interactive touchscreens reveal the roles visitors of all ages today might have played in the 
First World War. 
 
The From Street To Trench: A  World War That Shaped A Region exhibition will be accompanied by a 
major season of events to mark the centenary throughout 2014. For more information visit 
iwm.org.uk. Connect with IWM North @I_W_M #IWMNorth or Facebook.com/iwm.north 
 
On display elsewhere at IWM North is the field gun that fired the British Army’s first shot of the First 
World War on the Western Front, the revolver carried by Lord of the Rings author JRR Tolkien on 
the Somme, huge paintings by First World War artist Gilbert Rogers and a 100 year old biscuit that 
went uneaten in the trenches. 
 
– Ends – 
 
From Street To Trench: A World War That Shaped A Region is supported by:  
The Little Greene Paint Company 
The Professional Footballers Association 
Private White VC 
Bonhams 
Zachonis 
Arts Council England 
 
For further press information please contact: 

Alex Knight, Press and PR Manager, IWM North, 0161 836 4040, aknight@iwm.org.uk 
Lorna McBride, Press and PR Assistant, IWM North, 0161 836 4046, lmcbride@iwm.org.uk 
 
Notes to Editors 
 
IWM North 
The multi award winning IWM North is designed by world-renowned architect Daniel Libeskind to 
represent a globe shattered by conflict. The iconic building, innovative and dynamic exhibitions, 
use of digital media through hourly Big Picture Shows and public events explore how war shapes 
lives and inspire and encourage debate.  
 
Open daily from 10am - 5pm with free admission at The Quays, Trafford Wharf Road, Manchester 
M17 1TZ (close to MediaCityUK Metrolink and Junction 9 of the M60) T: 0161 836 4000 
E:iwmnorth@iwm.org.uk www.iwm.org.uk 
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IWM (Imperial War Museums) tells the story of people who have lived, fought and died in conflicts 
involving Britain and the Commonwealth since the First World War. 
 
Our unique collections, made up of the everyday and the exceptional, reveal stories of people, 
places, ideas and events. Using these, we tell vivid personal stories and create powerful physical 
experiences across our five museums that reflect the realities of war as both a destructive and 
creative force. We challenge people to look at conflict from different perspectives, enriching their 
understanding of the causes, course and consequences of war and its impact on people’s lives. 
 
IWM’s five branches are IWM London, IWM’s flagship branch with six floors of exhibitions and 
displays; IWM North, housed in an iconic award-winning building designed by Daniel Libeskind; 
IWM Duxford, a world renowned aviation museum and Britain's best preserved wartime airfield; 
Churchill War Rooms, housed in Churchill’s secret headquarters below Whitehall; and the Second 
World War cruiser HMS Belfast.  
 
First World War Centenary 
2014 - 2018 marks the centenary of the First World War, a landmark anniversary for Britain and the 
world. IWM will mark the centenary by leading a vibrant, four year programme of cultural activities 
across the country, including the opening of brand new First World War galleries at IWM London in 
2014. For more information visit www.1914.org 
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